The Tech footballers dropped their fourth consecutive match yesterday against Mass. State, 15-12. The game was played at 1:15 P.M. in the Unisphere Stadium under the direction of the Assistant Referee, Mr. Woodbridge. There were two touchdowns scored by each side, but finally the Tech lost by a margin of 94 points. Although it is highly desirable for athletes to have a body of well-built muscles, the fact remains that the body will be at its best only if the mind controls it.

The Techs defeated the Mass. State and the Brown aggregation, both boys doing their grappling from all their experience.

Olson, Brown's 215 lb. football tackle, was defeated by a margin of 6m 35s. His opponent was Tidball, Californian collegian who was the 1933 winner and was defeated by Hunt in the 1934 competition, has been rated as sixteenth by the national ratings, while Jack Martinson has been elected in his sophomore year. It is widely recognized among college men that the best way to be a good athlete is to have a body of well-built muscles, the fact remains that the body will be at its best only if the mind controls it.
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